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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we study two families of discontinuous finite element methods for singu- 
larly perturbed reaction-diffusion problems, which contain multiple scales panning the whole problem 
domain because of the small perturbation parameter. 
To solve such a multiscale problem, an anisotropic mesh is constructed. This mesh uses finer mesh 
inside the small scale regions (where the boundary layers are located) than elsewhere (large scale 
regions). Uniform optimal error estimates in the energy norm are obtained for both families on the 
anisotropical mesh. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords- -D iscont inuous  finite element method, Reaction-diffusion, Anisotropic mesh, Uniform 
convergence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method was first introduced in 1973 by Reed and Hill [1] for the 
neutron transport equation (first-order hyperbolic equation). Since then there has been an active 
development of DG methods for hyperbolic and nearly hyperbolic problems [2,3]. In the mean- 
time, DG methods and a number of variants were introduced and studied for elliptic, parabolic, 
and fourth-order differential equations [4-10]. Many other appl ications of the DG methods  can be 
found in fluid flows in porous media [11], Navier-Stokes equations [2], and semiconductor  device 
model ing [12]. 
General ly  speaking, the popular i ty  of DG methods over classical finite vo lume and finite dif- 
ference methods can be att r ibuted to the following main advantages [3]: DG methods  can obta in 
arbitrar i ly  high order of accuracy by suitably choosing the degree of the approx imat ing poly- 
nomials; DG methods are highly paral lel izable because of the block diagonal mass matr ix;  DG 
methods can easily handle adapt iv i ty  strategies because no continuity restr ict ions are needed on 
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the element interfaces, and the degree of approximating polynomial can be easily changed fi'om 
one element o the other. More details and references can be found in [3]. 
Though DG methods have been applied in many areas as we mentioned above, to the best of 
our knowledge, the application and investigation have not been done for singular perturbation 
problems (SPPs), which arise in many application areas, such as in chemical kinetics, fluid dy- 
namics, system control, etc. Such problems undergo rapid changes within very thin layers near 
the boundary or inside the problem domain. Such sharp transitions require very fine meshes 
globally (which is very inefficient) or locally to resolve the boundary layers. For example, by 
using the standard linear finite element method on a quasi-uniform esh to solve the widely 
investigated reaction-diffusion model (2),(3) below, we have the following error estimate: 
Ilu - uhll~ ~ C(~ + h)hlfu[IH~(a>, 
where II~ll~ = (~211Wll~(a) + I1~11~(~;) ~/~. Noticing the fact that [13, Lemma 2.1] 
Ilulf~(a) _< Cc-2PlfllL~(~), (1) 
we see that, to ensure a good approximation, the mesh size h must be in the order of o(c), which 
is very impractical since e can be as small as 10 -s. 
The challenge of solving SPPs numerically has been stated by many researchers, uch as 
Oden [14, p. 310] and others in [15-17]. Because of the challenge, SPPs serve frequently as 
test models for new algorithms, e.g., for multigrid methods [18, Ch. 10], domain decomposi- 
tion methods [19-21], multiscale finite element methods [22,23], and adaptive methods [24-27]. 
Though many specially designed algorithms have been developed for solving SPPs over the past 
three decades, many unsolved problems remain as described in [15-17]. More details can be found 
in the above-mentioned papers and references therein. 
Recently, highly anisotropically refined meshes were proved to give very good uniformly con- 
vergent results for solving SPPs, with convergence independent of perturbation parameters, for 
standard conforming finite element methods [15,28 33] and [29, Figures 1-6]. This paper is our 
first attempt o investigate DG methods as applied to SPPs based on one type of anisotropically 
refined meshes, which separate the boundary layers totally from other regions as discussed earlier 
by other scientists [20,28,32,34]. Here, very fine meshes are used inside the boundary layers and 
much coarser mesh elsewhere. Such a highly nonuniform mesh complicates the error analysis 
which frequently assumes quasi-uniformity [35]. 
Tile organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, two families of discontinuous finite 
element methods for singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion problems are described. Section 3 is 
devoted to derivative stimates for the analytic solution and interpolation error estimates on an 
anisotropic mesh. Uniform convergence is proved for both families of discontinuous finite element 
methods in Section 4. 
Throughout the paper, C (or Ci) will denote a generic positive constant, which may be of 
different value at each occurrence and independent of the mesh size and the perturbation pa- 
rameter e. We use the notation ]l' Ilk,, for the standard Sobolev Hk(T) norm [35] defined on the 
set % and v~k for the kth-order derivative of v with respect o the variable ~. 
2. D ISCONTINUOUS F IN ITE  ELEMENT METHODS 
For clarity, we consider the widely studied singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion model [13,24, 
26,27,36,371 
-e  2 (Uxz + Uyy) + a(x, y)u = f(x, y), 
u=0,  
in a = (0, 1)L (2) 
on 0f~, (3) 
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where a and f are smooth functions, and 
a(x, y) > /32 > 0, in f~. (4) 
Here 0 < e << 1 is a small positive parameter, and/3 is a positive constant. 
Before introducing our discontinuous finite element methods, some notation has to be defined. 
Let Th be a finite element part it ion of fL Let g]~ be the set of all interior edges e of :r)~, £b be 
the set of the edges e on 0f~, and gh = g i, Ugb h. We denote Vh x Wh for the finite element spaces 
for the approximation of r] = ¢Vu and u, respectively. They are defined locally on each element 
T E Th, i.e., Vh(T) = VhlT and Wh(T) = Wh[T. Notice that we only assume that functions in Vh 
and Wh are possibly discontinuous along the edges, and no boundary values are imposed. 
For m > 0, we denote 
H'~(Th) = {v e L2(a) :  vlr  e Hm(T) ,  T e Th } . 
A unit normal vector u is associated with each e E 8h. u denotes the outer unit normM on the 
element under consideration across the edge e. For example, for e E C b, u is just the outer unit 
normal to Of/. On any interior edge e : 771 N T2, where T1,T2 E Th, we define the average and 
jump for v E Hm(Th) (m > 1/2) as follows: 
1 1 
{V} ----- ~ (Vlrl)le £- -~ (VlT2)le , [V] = (VlT2)le -- (VlT1)Ie. 
For e E gb, the definition becomes {v} = [v] = vl~. Also, we denote (., .)~ for the L2(T) inner 
product (we omit 7 if T : f~). 
As in [38, eq. (13)], we define the operator Rh : HI(Th) ~ Vh by 
T6Th e6Eh 
whereT: lo r -1 .  
In the following, we consider two families of discontinuous methods developed by Chen [39], 
which were derived from the mixed formulation for the approximation of r; and u in the space of 
Vh x Wh, where 
Wh(T) : Qk(T), T e Th, k > 1, (6) 
and Vh(T) is any finite element space such that 
VWh(T)  C Vh(T), T 6 Th. 
Here Qk = span{xiY j : 0 <_ i, j <_ k}. The usual choices are discontinuous, piecewise polynomials 
of degree k > 1, for both ~h E Vh and uh C r6, [2,38,39]. 
Here our discontinuous methods are as follows: find uh c Wh such that 
A~h(Uh,V) --- ( f ,v) ,  Vv e Wh, (7) 
for i = 1,2, respectively. The above bilinear forms A~(.,-) : Wh x Wh ~ 7~ are defined as 
A~(uh, v) = ~-~ (eV~h + Rh(~,d,eVv + Rh(v) )r + (~uh, v), uh, v e Wh, 
TcTh 
and 
A,2~(uh, v) : ((~Vuh, ~Vv)T - (~Vu~, Rh(v))T 
T6T~, 
+ (Rh(Uh), ~VV)T + (Rh(Uh), Rh(V))T) + (auh, v), uh, V E Wh, 
respectively, where the Rh(.) in A I (  ., -) and A~(., .) corresponds to ~ = 1 and 9 ~ = -1 ,  respectively. 
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Note that  the bi l inear forms A~(-, .) ,  i = 1,2, can be extended to H~(Th) x Hl(2r)~) [39, 
Remark  3.1]. Observe that  without  the term (Rh(uh),Rh(v))r, A~(.,.) is the bi l inear form 
used in [40]. It is not difficult to see that  AI( . , . )  has the same form as other formulat ions 
studied [5,7,10], the only difference being the stabi l izat ion term (Rh(u~),Rh(V))T.  Note that  
A]~(., .) was also derived by Brezzi et al. [38, eq. (16)]. 
REMARK. Though discont inuous Galerk in methods (DGM) have many adwmtages over conven- 
t ional  cont inuous Galerk in  methods  (CGM) as we ment ioned in the introduct ion,  a detai led 
compar ison of the number  of unknowns between DGM and CGM carr ied out by Hughes et al. [3, 
pp. 145-146] revealed that  "for the orders of interpolat ion commonly  used in the CGM,  the 
DGM seems inefficient". But  "very high-order DGM involve a similar number of unknowns as 
corresponding CGM".  
3. DERIVAT IVE  EST IMATES AND 
INTERPOLAT ION ERROR EST IMATES 
To prove the uni form convergence, we need to obtain pointwise derivat ive est imates for the 
analyt ica l  solut ion u of (2),(3). As for the regular i ty of the solution u of (2),(3), fi'om Han and 
Kel logg [37, Theorem 3.2 and eq. (3.2)], we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let n > 1 be a positive integer, f ~ C~n-2(&) and 
02(n-1) f (pk)  
0:C2(n_i ) 0y~(i_~) = 0, 1 < i < n, (8) 
where P~. (1 _< k < 4) denote the vertices of f2. Then the solution u of (2),(3) is in c~n(&). 
Furthermore, if f ~ C2n- l (&) ,  then u ~ Cun+~(&). 
solution u of (2),(3) and any k >_ 1, we have LEMMA 3.2. For the 
[uz~(x,y)[<C(l+c_~exp(~,ff)+c_kexp(/3(l?:L'))) , on&~[0 ,1]2   
PROOF. The results were proved for k = 1 ,2 ,3 ,4  in [28, Lemma 4.1]. It is not difficult to see 
that  the proofs there can be repeated for higher-order derivatives. I 
F rom Lemma 3.2, we see that  the solut ion u of (2),(3) has boundary  layers on four boundar ies  
9 of f~, we divide ft into nine subdomains  f~i, 1 < i < 9, i.e., ~ = Ui=~ f~i, where 
f~l - (0, crx) x (0, av),  f~2 -= ((7x, 1 -~x)  x (0, av) , f~a ~ (1 - crx, 1) x (0, av) , 
Q4 -= (0, (7x) × (~Tv, 1 - cry) , Q5 -= ((7x, 1 - or:c) × (cry, 1 - cry) , 
f~6 ~ (1 - crz, 1) x (cry, 1 - dr) , Q7 ~ (0,~a.) x (1 - cry, 1), 
f~s ~- (~, ,  1 - (rx) x (1 - c~v, 1), f~9 = (1 - <r, 1) x (1 -- cry, 1). 
Here (r x = cyv = (k + 1) /3-Q I lnel ,  k > 1. Then each subdomain  ~2i is divided arb i t rar i ly  into 
Ni, and Ni,, subintervals in the x -and  y-direct ions (see F igure 1), respectively. For simplicity, 
we assume Ni~ ~- Ni,, ~ N. 
For clarity, we introduce the following short notat ion:  
LEMMA 3.3. For the solution u of (2),(3) and any k > 1, we have 
(i) ctlu.~ It0,~ -< C~ -k  (el ~ncl) 1/2, ~lluxy~ Ho.~ -< C, elt'.,~'ll0,~ -< C~ -A  (el ln<)1/2; 
(ii) cltuxkyll0,fq, < cz  -k .  (~] lne])l/2, xI[u~v]10,a~ _<C, ¢llu.~ull0.~ < Ca -~" (~l lncl )U2- 
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Figure 1. An example of the anisotropic mesh for the problem (2),(3). 
PROOF. 
(i) Differentiating (2) k times with respect o y gives us 
_£~.~ = f~ _ (~)y~ + ~2~+. .  (9) 
Integrating by parts and using the boundary condition u[of~ = 0 (hence uyk [ix= 0 = 0), Lemma 3.2, 
and (9), we have 
/. /o' £ ~2 u.~k • U:~yk dx dy = ~2 (uy~ . u.¢. ) I;=0 dy - e 2 uyk . u.,vk dx dy 
/ Uyk . g2Ux~y~ dx dy 
Jf~ 
_< C¢ -~" e -k .  meas (gtf), 
from which we obtain 
Similarly, we have 
~2 L uzy~ "uxy~ dxdy = ~ Uyk " (fy~ -- (au)yk + ~2U~k+2) , 
which, along with the facts that e -~<',/~ = e -(k+l)]lnel = ¢k+l and 
£--ke--13Y/¢ "Jr £--ke--~(1--Y)/¢ ~- 2¢-ke -~'~'/~ < 2, for ay <_ y _< 1 - ay, 
gives us 
In the same way, it is easy to see that 
Ilu~y" 110,~ < C~-k" (el lncl) '/2 . 
(ii) Differentiating (2) k times with respect o x gives us 
-¢2u.ky~ = fx k - (au):~k + e2ux~+2. (10) 
Integrating by parts and using the boundary condition ulou ~ 0 (hence, u~k 1~=0 = 0), Lemma 3.2, 
and (10), we have 
So /o' 1. 7 ~' 
: [ - .~  (f.~ - (.-)x~ + .~-.~+.) 
gf~ 
< Cc-k .  ¢-k . meas (i2~) ,
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from which we obtain 
-< c -k ln l) - 
The others can be proved easily by the same technique. | 
Let !~h be the usual conforming finite element space [35] 
l, Hh = {Vh E H i (a )  such that vhlr E Qk(T)},  fox" k > 1, 
and let w1 C gVh be the (tensor-product) Qa.-interpolant of arbitrary function w. 
LEMMA 3.4. On any rectangular element T with width and length de,mted as /%x,T and by,T, 
respectively, the k th (k >_ 1) Qk-interpolant w~ of w satisfies that 
(i) jl(wr - u')~ll0,T _< C(h~,rll~...:~+, []O,T + h,~,rllw..~ Jlo,r), w ~ Hk'+I(T); 
(ii) U(u.,i - w)y l lo ,  r ~ C(ttkz,TIl'l.b'x.~:yllO,T -Jr- ]t,~,I, IIWy.~+I I0,r), w ~ Hk+~(T); 
/:+1 /.k+l (iii) IIwi -- wl]eo,T < C(hx, w I]Wxk+, Iloo,r + ~y,Y IIWY *,+1 II~,m), tv e Ck+I(T) .  
PROOF. 
(i),(ii) A complete proof was given by Rachowicz [41, pp. 170-172]. The results are also restated 
clearly in [42, p. 93]. 
(iii) The result is directly obtained by Lemma 2.9 of Li and Navon [29], which actually holds 
true for any /cth-order tensor-product interpolant. | 
LEMMA 3.5. Let u be the solution of (2),(3), and ?£1 be the Qk-interpolant of u. Then, tbr any 
k >_ 1, we have 
(i) ]lug - ull0,a _< CN -(k+l) " (el/2j In k+a/2 ~¢1 + 1); 
( i i )  ell uz - ulJ~,~ _< CN -k .  (£1/21 in  k+I / ' )  el + 1).  
PROOF. 
(i) Let 
hx,.Q ~ = max hz T,  hy,f~:~ = max h9 T. 
By using Lemmas 3.2--3.4 and the facts that 
hz,~ ~ ~hy, f~ =O (~- )  , (12) 
Ilux~+l Iloo,a,; _< c ,  I1~=,+, lion,a;, _< ce  -(k+~), i = 1, 3, (13) 
-< c, -< m -<k+'>, 1,3,  (14) 
we have 
9 
IluI - ull°'f~ <- E uuI - uU°°'r~' "meast/2 (f}i) 
i=1 
3 3 
• C v - '  1 k+l < C E h~:+4' ltux~+, Jloo,a;, meas'/2 (Q~d) + 2_.., z>aF ))u,,~=+, ]]oo,r~.7." measl/2 (~)  
i=1 i=l 
. _ _  .e-(k+l) . (e Ilnet) 1/2 + CN -(k+l) 
= Cy- (k+l )  . (gl/2 lnk+3/2g _1_ 1 ) ,  
which completes the proof of (i). 
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(ii) By using Lemmas 3.2-3.4 and (I1)-(13), we have 
9 
i=1 
3 3 
< CN- 'h  .... c 
i=l i~l 
k 
~C.  (~)  .~-k.(c[l I l6,) l /2+CN-k.c 
< CN-k . (E 1/2 lnk+l/2 E q-1). 
In the same way, we can obtain 
e l i (U / -  U)yll0,ft ~ CN -k .  (e 1/2 In k+1/2 c + 1),  
which, along with (15), completes the proof of (ii). | 
4.  ERROR EST IMATES FOR THE 
D ISCONTINUOUS F IN ITE  ELEMENT METHODS 
By the definition of A~(.,-) given in Section 2, it is easy to obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
wh ere 
There exist constants C1,C2 > O, independent of h and ¢, such that 
Aih(Wh, vh) <_ C~lllwhllldll.hlll. 
IIMII{ = VF~h(v,v), 
foral lwh,vh • Wh, i=  1, 2, 
i = 1,2, Vv~Wh.  
THEOREM 4.1. 
CN-k .  @W2 lnk+a/2¢ +1)  <CN -k, i=  1,2, [[I,~ Uh[[li <_ 
PROOF. First, let us consider the case for i = 1. 
(i) By the definition of II1" I[11, definition (5) of Rh, and the fact that 
[~ - ul] = 0, on e • ~h, 
we have Rh(u -- u f) = 0. Therefore, 
I l lu-u, lll 2= ~ elIV(u--uI)]IO.T2 + aU2(u--uI) :.T 
T6TI, 
< CN-k. (~/2 lnk+3/2 ~ + 1), 
where we used Lemma 3.5 in the last step. 
From Lemma 4.1, we have 
}lluz - uhlll~ = Alh(uI - uh,ut - Uh) 
= A~, (u i  - ~ ,  ~ i  - ~h)  + A~h(~ - ~h,  ~ - -  .h )  
<_ c~I IN I  - u l l l l l l l u l  - ~h l l l~  + AL(u  - ~h,~ - ~h) .  
Let u, Uh be the solution of (2),(3) and (7), respectively. Then we have 
k>l .  
(16) 
(17) 
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By the definition of A~(., .), (5) with ~ = 1 and (7), we obtain 
A]~(u - Uh,U I -- Uh) : Alh(u, u i  -- Uh) -- A] ,(Uh,Ui  -- uh) 
= ~ (EV~/, -~ /l~h(~/,), EV(u I -- "U,h) 4- Rh , (~ I -- Uh) ) r  
TET,, 
4- (g?l,, 11, I -- 'U,h) -- ( f ,  tl, I -- Uh) 
: E (--s2au4-au--f'ul--'Uh)T 4. ¢2~u(Ul-- 
TETI, T 
- 
eEEI, 
- -  ~ ([U], {E(CV(tZI -- t~h) 4. ]~h(UI -- Ith)) " /]})e 
eEEh 
=0~ 
(18) 
where we used the facts that [u] = 0 on e E gh and 
fo  Ou ~ (UI -- tth) : E ([t~l -- ~h] ,{V%'  N})e, 
TETj, T eEE/, 
which w~ proved by Brezzi et al. [38, Lemma 1] for a more general case. 
Equations (16)-(18) and the triangle inequality complete the first part of proof for i = 1, 
Note that the e-related term in Theorem 4.1 can be bounded uniformly (independent of c) for 
any k _> 1, for example, 
C 1/2 ln5/2c <4.6 ,  e 1/2 ln r /2e  <28,  for all e E (0,1]; 
hence, we have the uniform convergence of 
1114 -- Uhlll 1 ~ CN -k .  
(ii) The proof for i = 2 is all the same as for i = 1, except noting that 
A]~(u - uh ,u ,  - uh)  = A2(u ,  u i  -- Uh)  -- A~(uh ,U l  - uh) 
= ~ (gV'//',~'V(~ZI -- ?2h))T -- ~ (~'VU,-/~h(UI -- Uh))T 
TGT~, TCTj, 
+ ~ (Rh(~), ~V(~I -- ~h))T 
T6Tj, 
-t- ~ (Rh(u) ,  Rh(UZ -- Uh) )T  ÷ (au ,  u l  -- Uh) -- (.f, ui -- Uh) 
TET~, 
TET;, a c)T 0;i' 
e6gj, 
+ Y~. (h i ,  {~(~v(~, ,  - ~h) + R ,~(~ - ~,~)). ~})~ 
eECi, 
=0 ,  
where the definition of A~(., .), (7), and (5) with 3' = -1  were used. | 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Uniform convergence for the singularly perturbed reaction-diffusion problems is obtained for 
two families of discontinuous finite element methods based on the anisotropieally refined mesh. 
Note that our estimates in Theorem 4.1 are very similar to what Apel [32, Theorem 9] obtained 
for the continuous Galerkin method. Note that the estimates we obtained are optimal in the 
energy norm II1' II I -  i = 1, 2. The techniques developed can be applied to more general singularly 
perturbed problems [30,31], which will be addressed in a forthcoming paper. 
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